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In the Lands Between, rich mythology and time-honored legends are steeped into the cityscape. Since the ancient days, the legendary Elden Kingdom has ruled the Lands Between. However, ancient evils continued to rise from the ruins, an evil that has lurked in the shadow of the Elden Kingdom. You
play the son of an Elden soldier who fell in battle against the forces of darkness. On the day of the major ritual commemorating the 7th anniversary of the sacrifice of his mother, a tornado revealed the truth of the darkness in the Lands Between. He and his sister then swore allegiance to the Elden

Kingdom and were taught the sacred swordplay of the Elden. Then, during their training, he meets a girl who lost her parents. They made a promise to become friends and began to fight alongside one another in the Lands Between. Together, they must protect the Lands Between with the power of the
Elden Ring and its magic, or else the darkness will prevail. © 2013-2016 CAVE, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. © 2014 GAINAX, LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Elden Ring Game (C) 2013 CAVE, INC. {* +--------------------------------------------------------------------+ | CiviCRM Extension |
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Features Key:
High Quality Graphics, An Alluring Soundscape, and a Heroic Beat

A Fantastic Setting Where the World Intersects and Lifts Your Fantasy
A Play Experience that Comes Up Naturally with Acts, Emotions, and Playfulness
Creating an Own Character and Watching the Elden Rings Strengthen Together

An Interactive World that Sways with Your Mannerisms
An Online System that Allows Players to Travel Together or Play on Your Own

A Multilayered Story That Interpolates the Thoughts of the Characters
The Stunning Customization of the Final Fantasy Heroes

【Discover the World of Deltarune 】

A rich and vast fantasy world. Road of Dolor: A challenging journey from the beginning to the end. You will encounter Terrible Beasts, Monsters, and Dragons. The goal is to find the savior who was swallowed by the Ether while waging a battle against invisible foes.
Shimmering lights, floating islands, overhanging trees, diverse landscapes. A unique fantasy world that imitates the charm of a fortune story.
Guided by a story that weaves back into a multilayered saga, you will experience the “eyes and ears” of an Elden Lord. Manage the nine seats of the Throns and build an oni, which is an image of the name Tarnished, everyone has.
Various eccentric Elden Ringers who are living in exile with hoards of Magic and weapons, giving you a chance to become a hero together with them.

You can download the game on the App Store or Google Play here:
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